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Auxin influences nearly every aspect of plant biology through
a simple signaling pathway; however, it remains unclear how
much of the diversity in auxin effects is explained by variation
in the core signaling components and which properties of these
components may contribute to diversification in response dynamics.
Here, we recapitulated the entire Arabidopsis thaliana forward
nuclear auxin signal transduction pathway in Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae to test whether signaling module composition enables tun-
ing of the dynamic response. Sensitivity analysis guided by a small
mathematical model revealed the centrality of auxin/indole-3-
acetic acid (Aux/IAA) transcriptional corepressors in controlling re-
sponse dynamics and highlighted the strong influence of natural
variation in Aux/IAA degradation rates on circuit performance.
When the basic auxin response circuit was expanded to include
multiple Aux/IAAs, we found that dominance relationships be-
tween coexpressed Aux/IAAs were sufficient to generate distinct
response modules similar to those seen during plant development.
Our work provides a new method for dissecting auxin signaling
and demonstrates the key role of Aux/IAAs in tuning auxin re-
sponse dynamics.

synthetic biology | signaling dynamics

Evolution depends on the plasticity of existing signaling path-
ways. The small molecule auxin is linked to signaling modules

that allowed plants to move to land, develop new organs, and re-
spond to the environment (1, 2). Despite the wide range of auxin
responses, the core auxin signal transduction pathway is quite
simple, involving a small number of components from perception
through transcription (Fig. 1A). Auxin triggers the rapid turnover
of Aux/IAA (IAA) proteins, which repress the activity of auxin
response factor (ARF) transcription factors through recruitment
of TOPLESS (TPL) corepressors (3, 4). Auxin receptors, auxin
signaling F-box (AFB) proteins, act as part of an E3 ubiquitin
ligase to catalyze the ubiquitination and subsequent degradation
of IAAs when auxin is present (5, 6). ARFs bound to auxin-
responsive cis-regulatory elements (AuxREs) are then free to
regulate the expression of auxin target genes, which include the
IAAs themselves (7–9).
How such a simple pathway can orchestrate the large number

of context-specific responses regulated by auxin is a long-stand-
ing question. Notably, each component in the auxin signaling
pathway belongs to a large gene family (2, 10, 11). In Arabidopsis,
there are 6 AFBs, 23 ARFs, and 29 IAAs. Functional divergence
between component family members could provide variation in
response to a generic auxin signal (12). Members of the ARF
family can be classified as transcriptional activators or repressors
(7, 8), and the role of repressor ARFs in regulating auxin sig-
naling is still a matter of debate (13). In addition, expression
studies of auxin-signaling gene families support the idea of an
“auxin pre-pattern” where certain combinations of coexpressed
components generate auxin circuits with distinct auxin response
capabilities (14, 15). However, owing to the high level of re-
dundancy and coexpression of auxin signaling component family
members, feedback, and interference from other signaling pathways
(16), the contributions of individual components to auxin circuit
behavior have remained elusive.

Here, we ported several variations of the auxin transcriptional
response pathway from Arabidopsis thaliana to Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. In so doing, we defined a minimal auxin response circuit
(ARC) sufficient to recapitulate auxin-induced transcription in a
heterologous context. Because no feedback was engineered into
these ARCs, they captured the dynamic potential of the simplest
forward response architecture. The ARC consists of five plant
components: an AFB, an IAA, TPL, an activating ARF tran-
scription factor, and an auxin-responsive plant promoter (Fig. 1).
The implementation of ARCs in yeast (ARCSc) relied on suc-
cessful interfacing of the ARC with other essential elements of
the yeast degradation and transcriptional machinery (Fig. 1B). This
modular, plug-in nature of the ARC, similar to what was observed
with auxin-induced degradation (17), highlights the likelihood that
the ARC could be implemented in a variety of other eukaryotic
contexts. The suite of ARC variants represented in the ARCSc

collection presented an opportunity to quantitatively investigate
the dynamic capabilities of the auxin response in isolation.
Auxin response pivots on relief of transcriptional repression,

yet neither expression of an IAA alone nor coexpression with
TPL repressed induction of the IAA19 promoter by activator
ARFs (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). A fusion of full-length
TPL with the ARF-interaction domain of IAA12 is able to fully
recapitulate the stabilized IAA12 mutant phenotype (3). Fol-
lowing this logic, we identified two TPL truncations (TPL-N100
and TPL-N300) that conferred repression in yeast when fused
to a full-length IAA. However, only repression by TPL-N100
(hereafter referred to as TPL) was relieved by auxin treatment
(Fig. 1C). In a yeast strain where we could simultaneously monitor
degradation of the TPL:IAA fusion and reporter activation, we
observed reporter activation dynamics similar to those observed in
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cells where the TPL:IAA fusion was not labeled (Fig. 1D). Thus,
performance of ARCSc is consistent with the established model of
plant auxin signaling, with the exception that the TPL and IAA
components are acting as a single protein.
The expansion of the IAA gene family has been linked to the

increase in auxin signal complexity of land plants (2), suggesting

IAAs play an essential role in tuning the auxin response. To explore
the range of behaviors possible in a basic ARC configuration, we
therefore took advantage of the large number of naturally evolved
variants in the IAA gene family. We tested the impact of different
IAAs on response dynamics of ARCSc variants containing either
ARF19 or ARF7 using time-lapse flow cytometry (Fig. 2 and
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Fig. 1. Auxin-induced transcription in yeast. (A) Network diagram of the forward auxin response pathway in yeast. An auxin input increases association of
a member of the TIR1/AFB family of F-box proteins (AFB) and an IAA protein fused to the first 100 aa of the TPL corepressor (TPL-IAA). Auxin-induced association
of an AFB and a TPL-IAA leads to degradation of the TPL-IAA, thereby freeing a transcriptional activator in the ARF family to induce expression of an output gene
driven by a promoter containing an auxin response element (pARE). (B) The five A. thaliana components needed to recapitulate auxin response in S. cerevisiae are
shown in light green. They were an AFB F-box receptor, an IAA, a TPL corepressor, an ARF transcription factor, and an auxin-responsive promoter. The remaining
cellular machinery (gray) was supplied by yeast. Fluorescence from a GFP reporter was used as a quantitative output. (C) Synthetic auxin-reversible repression
required fusion of a specific TPL truncation to the IAA protein. Flow cytometry was used to monitor the induction of a GFP reporter following auxin treatment in
circuits containing either IAA14 with no repression domain (NO RD), shown in gray, or two different C-terminal TPL truncations fused to IAA14. Auxin was added
at time 0. TPL-N300 (dark blue) includes the first 300 aa of TPL and excludes the multiple C-terminal WD repeats. Fusion of TPL-N300 to IAA proteins results in
reporter repression that is largely auxin-insensitive. TPL-N100 (light blue) includes only the first 100 aa of TPL. When fused to an IAA, TPL-N100 provides auxin-
reversible repression. Two replicate induction curves are shown for each circuit. (D) Auxin-induced IAA degradation and subsequent transcriptional activation
could be simultaneously monitored in dual-labeled yeast strains. YFP-TPL-IAA3 and a Cerulean reporter driven by the auxin-responsive IAA19 promoter (pIAA19-
CFP) were monitored following auxin treatment using time-lapse microscopy and a microfluidic chamber.
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Fig. 2. IAAs drive auxin response dynamics. Representative auxin-induced reporter fluorescence curves are shown for ARCs with ARF7 (light blue) or ARF19
(dark blue) in the context of different IAAs. Auxin was added at time 0 in all graphs. ARF7 and ARF19 showed qualitatively similar patterns of auxin response,
whereas the identity of the IAA had a dramatic effect on ARC dynamics. ARCSc recapitulated regulatory features of plant ARC function. Transcriptional
repression required the known ARF–IAA interaction domain, because an IAA lacking this domain (IAA17deg) had no effect on ARF activity. In addition, auxin
response was mediated by IAA degradation, because a naturally occurring IAA lacking a degron (IAA20) rendered the circuit insensitive to auxin treatment.
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SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Our analysis focused primarily on IAAs
that display strong mutant phenotypes when stabilized by point
mutations that disrupt formation of the AFB–auxin–IAA complex
(18–23). Additional IAAs found in distinct subgroups in the IAA
family tree were also included (10). Circuits containing an IAA
missing the ARF interaction domain (IAA17deg) failed to repress
ARF activity, and thus indicated the maximum potential for re-
porter activation (Fig. 2). Yeast expressing IAA20, an IAA with
a substantially diverged degron sequence rendering it insensitive
to auxin, showed no reporter activation. Circuits with other IAAs
exhibited substantial differences in the initial repressed state, as
well as in the magnitude and rate of GFP reporter induction. The
induction curves for a given IAA with either ARF19 or ARF7
were qualitatively quite similar, suggesting that ARF7 and ARF19
have similar or overlapping functions. This interpretation is sup-
ported by genetic and phylogenetic analysis in plants (24–26). This
does not exclude the possibility that other ARF–IAA combina-
tions, or higher-order interactions between multiple components
from the ARF and IAA families, could generate additional diversity.
To quantify the differences in the behavior of ARCSc IAA

variants, we developed a small model that expands upon the
model used to quantify our degradation system (27). The present
model captures the overall flow of information while avoiding
reference to specific molecules and kinetic parameters that cannot
be measured and limiting the potential for overfitting (28, 29). In
our model the variable u represents the concentration of the ap-
plied auxin input and the variable g represents the GFP output of
the reporter (Fig. 3A). A lumped internal state, which combines
multiple reactions including the binding of auxin to the AFB re-
ceptor and related molecular machinery, is represented by x. IAA
protein levels are represented by y. The model has eight param-
eters (k1–8) that intuitively correspond to the biological processes
listed in Table 1. We tested the validity of this interpretation
numerically by evaluating fits of the data using different assump-
tions about which parameters change when different ARFs or
IAAs are used in the circuit (SI Appendix). Our analysis, and the

interpretation in Table 1, suggests varying the IAA corresponds to
tuning three parameters: expression level (k3), auxin-induced
degradation (k5), and ARF affinity (k8) of each IAA. The rest of
the parameters are independent of the changing components in
the circuit except for k7, which depends on which ARF is present.
To identify how IAA features influence the observed differ-

ences in response behavior, we defined two performance metrics:
the preauxin steady state g0 and the activation time ΔT (Fig. 3B).
The metrics were plotted against the estimated IAA dependent
parameter values for each variant to quantify the sensitivity of the
pathway to these parameters. The preauxin steady state g0 was
accurately predicted by k3 (expression level) and to a lesser extent
by k8 (ARF affinity), whereas, as the model suggests, k5 did not
reliably affect g0 (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix). In other words, the
“OFF” state of the circuit before auxin treatment is largely de-
termined by the amount of IAA present and only modestly af-
fected by the affinity of the IAA for the ARF. Experimentally, we
also confirmed that ARCs containing the high-expressing IAA1.1,
encoded by a yeast codon-optimized IAA1 (27), had a much lower
preauxin steady state than those with IAA1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
In contrast, activation time ΔT was predicted with high accuracy by
k5 alone (Fig. 3D). This result indicates that natural variation in
IAA degradation rates—and not similar levels of variation in the
other parameters tested here—is sufficient to dramatically alter
the dynamics of auxin response.
We next engineered ARCSc variants with pairs of IAAs to test

the impact of competition between IAAs on auxin response
(Fig. 4A). This architecture was inspired by work suggesting that
sequential modules of ARF–IAA partners drive discrete stages in
the development of lateral roots (30–32). IAA28, IAA14, IAA12,
and IAA3 have all been implicated in lateral root development
(Fig. 4B). IAA28 regulates founder-cell specification (33) and
IAA14 subsequently drives the initial cell divisions (22). IAA12 is
involved in later divisions and outgrowth (30), and IAA3 has been
shown to be involved in emergence as well as negative regulation
of the IAA14 module (34). Limited expression studies available
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Fig. 3. Model selection and sensitivity analysis of the auxin response pathway. (A) Gray-box model of the auxin response pathway. The auxin input is
represented by the variable u and the GFP output of the reporter is represented by the variable g. The variable x represents a lumped internal state, which
combines multiple reactions including the binding of auxin to the AFB receptor, and the variable y represents IAA protein levels. The model has eight
parameters (k1–8) that intuitively correspond to the biological processes listed in Table 1. We focused on three parameters with strong effect on ARC dynamics:
IAA expression level (k3), rate of auxin-induced IAA degradation (k5), and ARF-IAA affinity (k8). (B) A graphical representation of the two performance metrics
used for sensitivity analysis: the preauxin steady state g0 and the activation time ΔT (t90–t10). Sample data from one ARC is shown as blue dots with a sample
model fit in red. (C and D) Sensitivity analysis of preauxin steady state g0 (C) and activation time ΔT (D) to model parameter values of k3, k5, and k8 for each
IAA. Each parameter was varied across its entire range of estimated values derived from our experimental dataset, and all other parameters were held
constant. Each IAA is plotted as a single point, and the red line indicates the sensitivity curve computed from the model. The preauxin steady state g0 was
accurately predicted by k3 (expression level) and to a lesser extent by k8 (ARF affinity), with k5 having little effect. In contrast, activation time ΔTwas predicted
with high accuracy by k5 (auxin-induced degradation) alone. Error bars represent SD (n = 2). More details can be found in SI Appendix.
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for IAA and ARF family members indicate that multiple family
members are often coexpressed in plant cells, raising the
question of how specificity or ordering is encoded (14, 15). Our
data and those of others suggest that multiple IAAs can interact
with and repress the same activator ARF (15). One attractive
hypothesis is that a hierarchy of ARC function is encoded by
a hierarchy of function within the IAAs themselves.
Although it was not possible to experimentally determine a

mechanism for this potential for hierarchical action, we were
able to test whether such a pattern can be simulated in a minimal
synthetic context. Toward that end, we generated ARCSc var-
iants expressing pairwise combinations of IAA3, IAA12, IAA14,
and IAA28. These competition strains made it possible to
characterize the impact of an additional IAA on the dynamics of
an ARC. Induction curves of ARCSc competition strains in-
dicated that transcriptional dynamics were largely biased toward
the IAA that acts in later developmental modules (Fig. 4C). The
12+14 and 12+3 circuits exhibited response dynamics similar
to that of a 12+12 circuit, whereas transcriptional dynamics of
14+28 circuits were nearly identical to a 14+14 circuit. The 14+3
transcriptional dynamics showed a high degree of variation from
one experiment to another, following response dynamics of either
14+14 or 3+3 circuits. This leads to a dominance hierarchy of 28 <
14, 3 < 12, which matches the proposed sequence of roles in lateral
root development.
The preferential response to one of the two coexpressed IAAs

suggests dominance relationships between IAAs could play a
role in the generation of sequential auxin responses. Novel dy-
namics created by heterodimers may also be a factor in some
cases, although the strong dominance of one IAA over another
makes this less likely for most of the examples tested here. The
dominance relationships uncovered here could explain how
transcriptional dynamics could be switched from one regime to
another over time. IAAs are among the earliest auxin response
genes (9), suggesting that differences in synthesis and degra-
dation rates among family members could lead to a dramatic
change in the cellular complement of IAAs after exposure to auxin.
In this way, IAAs may tune the intensity and duration of down-
stream transcriptional outputs similar to IκB repressors in the
mammalian NF-κB pathway (35, 36).
We hypothesized that dominance between IAAs could reflect

competition for two key interactions in the transmission of an
auxin signal: binding to the AFB and binding to the ARF (Fig.
4A). These interactions are approximately captured by the
parameters k5 (auxin-induced degradation rate) and k8 (ARF
affinity). In plants, where IAAs are strongly and differentially
auxin-induced, IAA expression level is also likely to play a criti-
cal role in determining which IAA drives transcriptional dy-
namics. However, because both IAAs in the yeast strains tested
here are expressed from the same strong constitutive yeast pro-
moters, we predicted that k3 (expression level) was unlikely to
have a significant role in determining dominance in our assays.
Indeed, we found only minor differences in expression levels
between coexpressed IAAs, and these small differences had no

correlation to dominance (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Because all of
our rate estimates were obtained from experiments where only
a single IAA is expressed, these estimates cannot be directly
applied to predict competition outcomes in the more complex
setting of multiple coexpressed IAAs. Instead, we modified our
model to introduce two new parameters, α and β (SI Appendix),
which represent the relative contributions of the two competing
IAAs to the parameters k5 and k8, respectively. Thus, α and β

Table 1. Parameter interpretations

Parameter Biological interpretation

k1 Assembly of auxin-primed AFB receptor
k2 Basal degradation/dissociation of auxin-primed

AFB receptor
k3 IAA expression
k4 Basal degradation/dilution of IAA
k5 Auxin-induced degradation of IAA
k6 Basal degradation/dilution of GFP
k7 GFP expression
k8 ARF affinity of IAA B
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Fig. 4. IAA coexpression reveals dominance relationships between IAAs. (A)
Modified ARF19 circuits were built that contained pairs of IAAs (IAAx and
IAAy). (B) Schematic showing the simplified sequence of lateral root de-
velopment: founder cell specification, first cell division and patterning/out-
growth. Auxin response modules are proposed to be sequentially triggered
by degradation of the indicated IAAs. (C) One IAA could dictate the auxin
response dynamics of yeast cells expressing multiple IAAs. Comparisons are
shown between circuits containing two copies of the same IAA (colored
points) or one copy of each IAA (gray points). Model fits are shown as solid
lines. (D) α (AFB binding competiveness) or β (ARF binding competitiveness)
can affect the contribution of an IAA to ARC dynamics. Estimated α and β
values from the modified model are shown for each of the IAAs tested here.
More details can be found in SI Appendix.
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describe which IAA is dominant in terms of its affinity to either
the AFB (α) or the ARF (β). IAAs that demonstrated clear
dominance in the behavior of the induction curve in mixed IAA
circuits had a higher α and/or β than the other coexpressed IAA
(Fig. 4D). It is worth noting that each of the original parameters,
as well as the derived α and β, encompass multiple rates con-
trolled by distinct biochemical mechanisms. Given the current
limits for experimental measurement of each of the constituent
rates within these composite parameters, it is impossible to
predict the dominance relationship of any IAA pair or to explain
observed dominance by an explicit molecular mechanism. In-
stead, these competition experiments serve to underline the
striking complexity possible with even relatively simple circuits
and generate a new hypothesis for sequential auxin circuit function
during development.
By transplanting auxin response into yeast and defining a small

mathematical model able to explain ARC dynamics, we were
able to rigorously test how auxin response is controlled and
tuned using only the core ARC components. When combined
with feedback and interactions with other pathways, such tuning
knobs likely have even more dramatic effects. By finding the
ARC tuning knobs, this approach generated hypotheses about
the evolution of natural ARC variants in plants, as well as showing
a path to engineer novel circuit behaviors in synthetic contexts.
The inherent modularity of the ARC lends itself to adding ad-
ditional layers of complexity and quantitative analysis of other
challenging features of auxin response, such as feedback or
higher-order complexes between ARFs and IAAs. Indeed, re-
cent structural studies indicate the potential for higher-order
ARF–IAA complexes than previously suspected (37–39). ARCSc

may be a useful tool for quantifying the impact of this structural
complexity on response dynamics. In addition, incorporation of
additional auxin-responsive promoters could expand the func-
tionality of our system and allow incorporation of combinatorial
control by multiple transcription factors. More generally, ARCSc

demonstrates how the reconstitution of eukaryotic pathways can
serve as a powerful companion to systems biology-driven studies
that generate predictions about functional signaling modules.

Materials and Methods
Strain Construction. A library of IAAs was cloned downstream of a GPD
promoter in TRP1 integration vectors using a standard Gateway LR reaction
(LRClonase II; Life Technologies) and transformed into W814-29B MATa
strains (YKL381) containing pGP5G-AFB2 [AFB2 integration at LEU2, ex-
pression from the GPD promoter (27)]. ARFs were amplified from Arabi-
dopsis cDNA and subcloned into the Gateway pDONR221 plasmid using
a standard Gateway BP reaction (BP Clonase II; Life Technologies). Each ARF
was then subsequently cloned into pGP8A-ccdB (integration at HIS3, ex-
pression from the ADH1 promoter) and transformed into a W303-1A MATa
strain containing the pIAA19-GFP reporter integrated at URA3 (YKL12).
Strains containing AFB2 and an IAA were then mated to strains containing
the reporter and an ARF to generate the library of ARCSc variants. See SI
Appendix, Table S1 for strains used in this study.

Plasmid Construction. Arabidopsis genes were inserted into single integrating
derivatives of pAG Gateway vectors (27, 40) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S2).
TRP1 targeting single integrating Gateway vectors (27) were further modified
to contain an N-terminal TPL repression domain (RD) for auxin response assays,
or an N-terminal YFP-RD tag to monitor the degradation of RD–IAA fusions.
Repression domains TPL-N100 and TPL-N300 were amplified from A. thaliana
Columbia ecotype cDNA. For the GFP auxin induction reporter plasmid, 300 bp
immediately upstream of the IAA19 start codon was amplified from

Arabidopsis gDNA and inserted upstream of GFP in the pAG306 (URA3, mul-
tiply inserting) targeting vector.

Yeast Methods. Standard yeast drop-out and yeast extract–peptone–dextrose
plus adenine (YPAD) media were used, with care taken to use the same
batch of synthetic complete (SC) media for related experiments. A standard
lithium acetate protocol (41) was used for transformations of digested
plasmids. All cultures were grown at 30 °C with shaking at 220 rpm.

Flow Cytometry. Fluorescence measurements were taken with a BD Accuri C6
flow cytometer and CSampler plate adapter using an excitation wavelength
of 488 and an emission detection filter at 533 nm. A total of 10,000 events
above a 400,000 FSC-H threshold (to exclude debris) were measured for each
sample and data exported as FCS 3.0 files for processing using the flowCore R
software package and custom R scripts (27).

Induction Assays. A freshly grown colony for each strain was inoculated in SC
and the cell density (in events per microliter) was estimated using cytometry
data gated for yeast by a custom R script (27). Each culture was then diluted
to 0.25 events per microliter in 12 mL of SC. This dilution was split into
duplicate 5-mL aliquots and incubated for 16 h. At 16 h, duplicate aliquots
were combined, mixed, and resplit into two tubes and initial measurements
taken in the cytometer (starting density was ∼200 events per microliter). For
each strain, one replicate was mock-treated [95% (vol/vol) ethanol] and one
replicate was treated with 10 μM indole-3-acetic acid. Immediately after
auxin addition, fluorescence for the 0-min time point was recorded and
subsequent measurements acquired at 10-min intervals for 5 h. Up to 12
strains were measured in parallel.

Steady-State Expression Measurements. A freshly grown colony was inoc-
ulated into 1 mL of SC in a 96-well plate and grown to stationary overnight.
The next morning each culture was diluted into fresh SC and fluorescence
measurements taken ∼6 h later.

Microscopy. Yeast cells grown overnight in SC at 30 °C were diluted 1:100 in
SC, incubated for 4–5 h, and then diluted 1:20 before loading onto a Y04D
plate (CellASIC). Using the CellASIC-ONIX microfluidic system and associated
software, cells were treated with 10 μM auxin in SC medium. An inverted
Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope with a 60×, numerical aperture and 1.4 oil ob-
jective was used to image the yeast cells at 1-h intervals using a YFP-HYQ
and CFP bandpass filter (Nikon) with a CoolSNAP HQ2 14-bit camera.

Expression Analysis. Yeast cells were grown in YPAD and collected at an OD of
0.9. RNA was extracted using the RiboPure RNA purification kit (Life Tech-
nologies). One microgram of RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using the
iScript cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Samples were analyzed using the iQ SYBR
Green Supermix (Biorad) reactions in a C100 Thermal Cycler fitted with a
CFX96 Real-Time Detection System (Biorad). Relative expression levels were
calculated using the formula (Etarget)

−CPtarget/(Eref)
−CPref (42) and normalized

to the ACT1 reference gene.

Quantitative Analysis. A gray-box modeling approach was used to identify
aminimal mathematical model for the auxin response characterized by ARCSc

variants. A more detailed description of the modeling and quantitative
analysis is found in SI Appendix. The annotated code and supporting data
are available for download at http://klavinslab.org/data.html.
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